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Literacy 
This week we have been looking at the book “My Family” by Todd Parr. We read the story as 
a whole class and discussed some of issues that were raised in the book – mainly focusing 

on how all families are not all the same, however, everybody’s family is special! The children 
then shared some of their family photographs and talked about what they like to do together 

as a family. The children really enjoyed this activity and they loved seeing each other’s 
pictures. We then talked about how some of our families are different, some families are big 
some families are small – we made sure that the children knew that difference is good and 

that it is ok for us all to not be the same. 

Phonics 
This week the children have been learning the 
letter sounds T, D, I and N – they have all been 

trying really hard to practise the letter 
formations and we have seen some lovely 

progress! We would like you to practise these 
letters over the weekend with your children to 

help their development and learning. 
 

Maths 
This week we received some post! The 
children were very excited to see what it 
said and who it was from. We read the 

letter together and talked about what we 
needed to do as a class.  Our letter was 
from the Mayor of Number Town, asking 
us to help him get the families of Number 

Town in to their correct houses. Firstly, the 
children had to order the house numbers 
1-10. We then had to count the number of 
people in each family, this then linked to 
the number house they lived in – i.e. trio 
family lived at number 3 and duo family 
lived at number 2. The children worked 

very well together and they all managed to 
help the Mayor and the families! 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 
This week the children have been exploring the 

different musical instruments we have in our 
outdoor area. The children have been putting 

on shows with some of them playing the music 
and some of them dancing along to the music – 

this was lovely to see them all expressing 
themselves through the music. During Golden 

Time we have been colouring bread – the 
children were able to choose their own colours 

and could decorate their bread seeing what 
colours they could make and see. 

Understanding the World 
This week we have been looking at 

different houses that people live in. We 
discussed the different types of houses or 

places that people live in – caravan, 
bungalow, flats, house, etc. The children 

loved telling each other what type of 
house they lived in and who they lived 

with. We have had our continuous 
provision around the classroom set up for 
the children to explore – our main focus 
this week has been ordering numbers 1-

10 and the different type of houses people 
live in. 

 

 


